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**Key Benefits**

- Multi-Unit, Multi-Door Browser-managed system with embedded Linux OS, MySQL database engine, and web server for fast and easy installation and management. No need for a PC or a server. Learn-one-learn-all architecture.
- Incredibly durable ArmorTech housing stands against all elements.
- Remote Management Console (RMC) for development of services to drive higher RMR option.
- Compatible with all modern telephony connections for easy and fast installations.

**Hardware features (across all e3 Entry line products)**

- Works all types of 2 wire telephony
- Megacode Radio Included – Initial release will include WOR (not available on the EN-EXN and EC Models)
- Integrated TCIP Port, RS485, RS422 Port (Pbus)
- Integrated TTY Port (TTY is not on the EN-EXN)
- Internal reader mounting maintains clean design

**Common Software features (across all e3 Entry line products)**

- One Common Database for Tele Entry and Access control
- Common programming interface to e3
- All software upgradeable to enhanced features. (LTG)
- Upgrade via cloud / PC or USB
- Remote Management Console “RMC” Option

---

**Entry Series:**

**EN—Network multi-door multi-unit models:**

- **P/N 720-100101**
  EN-2A4—ArmorTech Enclosure, 4.3-inch Screen (non-touch) w/Keypad

- **P/N 720-100104**
  EN-EXN—Expansion housing for multi-door with no telephone directory required

- **P/N 720-100105**
  EN-ACM—2-door add-on expansion module

---

**How to Build A System?**

**1 Family - Module**

- EC - Entry Standalone
- EN - Entry Networked
- EN - EXN - Expansion node EXN
- EN - ACM - Access Control Module

**2 Select Module Door Capacity**

- 1 - 1 door
- 2 - 2 door
- 4 - 4 door

**3 Select Enclosure Type**

- A - ArmorTech™ Polycarbonate
- M - Steel
- B - Board Only

**4 Select Reader Bundle**

- B - Reader bundle matches module door capacity (1, 2, or 4)
- No “B” at the end of the model number indicates no readers are included

---
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